
 

Analyst Recognition 

"Company to Watch Out for..." 

Recognized by 

Company to Watch Out for... 
“CloudFabrix's solution stack offers a compelling value proposition for Asian enterprises 
seeking to optimize their IT infrastructure and effectively govern cloud architectures. 
With enhanced focus on integrated IT management, analytics and measurable outcomes - 
Cloudfabrix is well aligned to support enterprises in their Digital Transformation journey" 

- Nishchal Khorana, Director, Digital Transformation “ 
1. Outcomes driven AIOps solutions   with ability to automate and 

enhance IT operations by using advanced analytics with machine 

learning 

2. Focus on unifying teams, processes and technologies, thereby 

increase efficiency of   IT transformation initiatives 

3. Analytics driven asset lifecycle management that optimizes IT 

assets costs and usage  

4. Ability to govern and analyze key business health metrics, spot 

opportunities for improvements and provide visibility into IT 

dependencies and risks 

 

• Launched Asset Life Cycle Management, an asset 

lifecycle management and adoption product to 

provide continuous visibility and intelligence to 

optimize hardware and software assets usage and 

spend. 

• Launched hybrid IT monitoring platform built using 

cloud native architecture, which provides real-time 

monitoring intelligence of IT infrastructure, and 

cloud native applications, among others.   

 

Value Proposition Recent Highlights– 2017/2018 

1. Strong alignment to market needs: Addressing a key need for enterprises in the cloud journey - visibility & governance across 

hybrid clouds. Monitors traditional IT, cloud and hybrid environments in real-time to gain deep insights into health, performance 

& availability of IT systems to run business efficiently and effectively 

2. Compelling value proposition: Cloud native architecture and outcomes based approach coupled with advanced analytics to 

provide a feedback loop that is contextually relevant with recommendations aimed towards meeting the objectives 

3. Differentiated offering:  Integrated product offering with provisioning for partners to customize and build extensions enhance 

the differentiation and ability to create greater value for customers 

 

 

Frost & Sullivan Perspective 


